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Vital Blood Scan & support options overview 
  
1. Vital Blood Scan (VBS) just 5 prints of 1 drop of blood on a 
microscope slide, reveals your vitality including an indication of your 
future vitality. The Vital Blood Scan is for anyone, young or old, who 
wants to optimize vitality or for those who want to know if there is 
something going on in the body that needs attention. This  Scan is the 
best and safest way to get an all-round insight. Reporting is done in a 
(recorded) Zoom call where blood pictures are shown and 
explanations are given.  Energy Exchange (EE) Є 197, 
   
2. Vital Blood Scan Xtra (VBS Xtra) a very safe & easy scan option 
involves 2 all-round body-scans, for mapping what are the underlying 
causes affecting your vitality.  Besides the Vital Blood Scan (test 1) as 
described above the Bio-Resonance machine( test 2)test extensively 
what the imbalance(s) are to get deeper into the root cause(s). With 
this information, you can work constructively on optimizing your 
vitality. See video (double test-scan). EE VBS Xtra Є 597,-.  


3. Check Scan  the purpose of the Check scan is that you monitor 
your results compared to the first Vital Blood Scan. It is perceived as 
encouraging and highly motivating to know the progress you have 
made. No guesswork as to whether something is working, but a well-
founded structured measurable plan of action that you are sure works. 
EE Check Scan from Є 197,- for Check Scan Xtra Є 497,-. 

4. Supplement testing The Bio-resonance machine tests which 
supplements or medicines your body currently needs to optimize your 
vitality. In a simple digital report, you read the amount, how often and 
for how long and which combinations give the best results. The 
supplement test saves you money, time & energy because your body 
& mind gets what it really needs, and this leads to the desired results. 
EE Є 75,-  Often done in combination with the VBS 

5. Personal Forever Vital support support from the Forever Vital 
Support Team as a follow-up after the Vital Blood Scan for 3 months. 
For anyone who wants to personally spar about the Forever Vital 
processes and experiences in order to accelerate learning what works 
best for you. Weekly calls and at the end a Check Scan to map results 
as a witness of your progression. EE Є 597,- ( excl. shipping costs test-kit) 

6. In-House Forever Vital Support For everyone who wants to take 
an important step forward in Vitality and learns more quickly through 
personal guidance and explanation by their own experience what the 
best Forever Vital approach is in their specific situation. Intern support 
makes a flying start & continuation at home a piece of cake.     
Available on request only.  

7. Pet Care Natural liquid Pet-Care supplement solutions have NO 
harmful side effects and have many ADVANTAGES, such as easier to 
take, bioavailability of 98% compared to a pill of 18%, economical to 
use and are specifically frequency amplified for more profound work 
and calming your pet. Pet Care because your pet is worth it. See the 
Pet Care overview for the assortment. 

Private initiative see Notice
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